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1 General
1.1 Proximity and location

ESSEC is located in the west area of Singapore and although living closer to school certainly has its
benefits, travelling for up to an hour is common amongst students. ESSEC’s campus can be reached by MRT
and Bus. The MRT stops closest to ESSEC are: In the East- West (Green) Line, Buona Vista, ESSEC is around
5-8 minutes walking from this stop. For the Circle (Yellow) Line, One- North, and ESSEC is around 2 minutes
walking distance from One- North. The bus stop closest to ESSEC is called “Opposite Anglo-Chinese Junior
College”, thus it may be beneficial to look at the bus routes for busses passing this stop. Property prices in
Singapore are highly dependent on their proximity to key locations, such as schools. For example, the closer
an accommodation gets to schools and other key institutions, the more expensive it is liable to be. ESSEC
is located in a hub of such institutions, with key business complexes such as Fusionopolis, and multiple
schools and universities nearby. In fact, as a general trend, the further one moves from the main city area
(City Hall / Raffles Place), the cheaper accommodation tends to get. Lodging prices also increase, the closer
the accommodation gets to MRT stations and malls. Many accommodations are advertised as “walkingdistance to MRT”. However, this term is highly subjective and its’ validity should be cross-referenced with
streetdirectory.com or Google maps by checking the postal code of the building. In order to avoid higher
costs due to the ease of access to public transportation, most agents recommend staying away from the
MRT lines, and using the bus instead.

1.2 Steps in getting accommodation

You should first define what sort of accommodation you want whether it is an apartment or a
hostel, an HDB or a condo etc. Then you should list a few limitations such as the number of bedrooms, the
price of the accommodation and so on. Next, shortlist a few options that fit your parameters; such as cost,
location, amenities. Then, arrive in Singapore a few days early to make an accurate decision. In line with
this thought, it is extremely dangerous to sign a contract in a hurry. It is best to read the contract
thoroughly, clarify the terms of the agreement with the other party. Having a 3rd party check through the
agreement is recommended. Hence, arriving early and staying two extra nights at a hotel might be more
worth it than being cheated out of $5000, or paying an exaggerated rent for 12 months.

1.3 Visiting in person
It is also recommended to physically visit and survey prospective accommodations. Hostels are
infamous for misrepresenting the amount of space given on their websites. Many times, there are multiple
branches under the same name and only the best ones are represented. Furthermore, most of the pictures
used to showcase these hostels are outdated, when in fact they are run-down or not well-maintained. For
apartments, it is very common to have either different versions of the same unit, or worse, have stock
photos given as the only visual. For all forms of accommodation, it is best to physically scan out the
environment.

1.4 Bargaining Tips
Before entering an agreement, it is best to conduct a lot of research to find the accommodation
that best suits your needs. That way, you can gain a better understanding of the standard price for a given
quality and condition of a space. In terms of apartments, you may be given a price higher than the standard
rate in the area. The URA website offers a complete list of the recent selling prices for every area in
Singapore. You may want to cross reference a proposed rent price on this website, or another option is to
ask your neighbours how much they pay for rent. By quoting the standard price to the agent/landlord you
gain an upper hand and they would be more willing to lower the rental costs. Furthermore, especially for
apartments in general (HDB, Condo, Single rooms), bargaining techniques do work. It is not uncommon for

tenants to ask for a better price, and bargain that better price with promises to perform beneficial activities
such as weekly cleaning, AC servicing etc. Furthermore, you can also drive the cost down by promising to
rent. You may for example say, “If you can reduce the rent by SGD $200, I will sign the agreement
tomorrow.” By introducing this sense of urgency to the landlord/agent, you gain an advantage in bargaining
for the cost of the apartment.

1.5 Deposit

An extremely popular practice in Singapore is the use of deposits for all forms of accommodation,
hostels or apartments. It is paid as a form of guarantee. This deposit is paid at the beginning of the residency
and is only reimbursed at the end of the term if everything in the house is as it was before you moved in.
For hostels, the deposit varies. For most apartments, the deposit is one to two months’ rent. Deposits are
used to track maintenance. Basically, it is a payment that guarantees that the buyer will stay the full term
of the contract. In most apartment contracts, the deposit gets deducted to pay for any repairs and other
such issues at the end of the term to return the apartment to its’ original state. There is no standard rate
for deposits, and it can often be negotiated. For example, one can ask the owner to charge one month’s
worth of deposit, instead of two, and charge you further for any surcharges. Deposits are also used in other
services, such as the public utilities, internet providers and mobile service providers.

2 Apartments
2.1 Searching for an Apartment
Finding the correct house can be difficult, however there are generally a few websites to consider.
The predominant website used by many students is called propertyguru.com. Although some students
have found their best house through this website, its vast scale makes it very easy to come into contact
with frauds, multiple students of ESSEC have lost thousands of dollars due to a fraudulent contract, or due
to agents who do not actually represent any house. It is best to approach this website with a grain of salt
and ask for background checks as well as physical inspections of the listed property. Other more niche
websites are Nestia.com, 99.co (which has many guides on finding the correct properties in Singapore) and
Singapore expats.

2.2 Agents

It may also be beneficial to contact agents through the many property agencies available in
Singapore. The easiest method, however, is to contact agents who have helped students in the past. Many
students currently are still in touch with the agents with whom they signed the contract with. These
particular agents have experience with working with students and are trustworthy. By getting in touch with
students in Singapore who have lived here for a longer time, you can get in touch with highly reliable
agents. Furthermore, there are certain technicalities to familiarize yourself with when interacting with
agents. Many agents are found listed on websites next to the property and they say that there is an agent
fees that has to be paid. Although that may not be true. The bottom line is this- they can either represent
the House (and therefore the landlord), or you. This means only one particular party has to pay the
commission to the agent. Usually when you see properties on websites, agents represent the house. Thus,
when looking for apartments, if you do not want an agent, clarify to the agent that you are only looking at
the house and do not intend to hire an agent. Simply put, you have to search for a landlord’s agent, but an
agent that represents you will find you suitable properties, negotiate for you, and protect your interests.
There are two ways in which you can get in touch with an agent that you want to represent you.
Either through direct engagement and finding the agent through these traditional channels or through
indirect means where when you look at a property represented by a particular agent and he asks if you

need an agent. In either scenario it is best to immediately sign an “Estate Agency Agreement for the Lease
of Residential Property by a Tenant” form, and agree on the commission that the agent will receive and
the services that he will provide. Once the terms and conditions have been decided the agent now
represents the tenant. A general guide on how much commission that has to be paid can be found here.

2.3 HDB

Ultimately, when it comes down to choosing an apartment, there are two options that an ESSEC
student can utilize. You can either live in a HDB or a condominium. A HDB, is an apartment complex that is
built by the government. Condominiums on the other hand are built by private companies. Generally,
condominiums are provide better quality living than HDBs, regardless HDBs are still well built. In general
HDBs do not have as many facilities, no HDB in Singapore has a swimming pool and most have no gym
facilities. Unlike Condo’s there are usually many shops and food stops near/under HDBs. Most HDBs have
a hawker centre nearby for easy access to food and some of the newer HDBs have bakeries and even clinics.
When considering HDBs, the biggest determinant in terms of the standards of an HDB is the date that it
was built. Quality of facilities and availability of amenities heavily varies around how recently an HDB was
either built or recently renovated. Older HDB complexes are lacking in even basic services such as clean
benches. The houses within are representative of these standards. This also means that older HDB
complexes are much cheaper.
Apartments in HDBs are usually smaller than apartments in condominiums. The last big difference
is that the bathrooms in HDBs are much smaller, not as furnished, and have sliding doors. On average, HDBs
can cost around $1700 to $2500 for a two bedroom apartment, depending on the location and can range
from around $2400 to $3400 for three bedrooms depending on the quality and location. Unlike condos
however HDBs rarely have more than 3 bedrooms. Still, you are legally allowed to house a maximum of
around 6-7 people in an HDB on rent. For other eligibility guidelines, it’s a good idea to check out the
HDB.gov websites. You may also rent an apartment from the government, since HDBs are built by the
housing development board.

2.4 Condominiums
Condominiums, compared to HDBs, have better facilities. Most condos are well equipped with
facilities such as gyms, swimming pools, barbeque pits and sometimes more. Many larger condos
somewhat resemble a miniature city with many parks, jogging tracks, multiple sports facilities, and feature
even more services to enhance the living experience. Normally, condos are better maintained and much
cleaner than HDBs. More so, apart from generally being bigger, the houses itself in a condo are much bigger
and you are much more likely to find a 4 or more bedroom apartment. In terms of possible locations for
condominiums; many students have found success in finding condos in Holland Village and further along
the East West MRT line such as Chinese gardens, Climenti or Jurong East. Even along the Circle MRT line,
as far up to as Lurong Chuan, there are great condominiums that are only 25 minutes away from school.The
price for condominiums is well-representative of the added facilities. Even some of the older
condominiums in Singapore that are within an hour’s commute to ESSEC, cost a minimum of S$3000 for a
small three bedroom apartment. In general prices for condominium’s are heavily dependent on their
location and the facilities they provide, which is different from HDBs that focus on how recently they were
built/altered. Prices for condos can range from around S$3000 to S$4200 for a three bedroom apartment
and around S$4000 to S$4700 for a 4 bedroom apartment. The more bedrooms, the higher the cost.

2.5 Single Room

Another common option, if you cannot find roommates, is to rent out a single room in an
apartment. Many students actually prefer this option, not only due to the lower rent with the same facilities

as a normal apartment that you’d own, but also because it has some leniency in the duration of the
contract. With single room contracts, more landlords are willing to accept shorter term contracts such as
8 or 9 months. There are many Facebook pages such as ‘Rent your room in SG’ as well as websites such as
roomster.com, ilivesg.com and nestia.com. The downside to renting out a room is the fact that you only
actually own the room and nothing else in the apartment. This means that there will be certain rules and
regulations that you will have to follow, such as no cooking and/or no visitors. Furthermore, you will be
living with strangers who are likely from a different culture than yours. Apart from private rooms are also
options for two people to share a room.
Pricing for single rooms varies heavily on the quality, location, and the utilities provided, which is
very similar to how complete apartments are priced. Sometimes cooking and other such facilities are not
allowed in a house and so the room is accordingly priced lower. The heaviest utility based influence on the
price, however, comes with the availability of AC (commonly referred to as Air Con in Singapore). There are
many rooms, prominently rooms in HDBs, which are without AC, and this reduces the price by around
S$200 minimum. Prices in general can range from around S$250 – 1600. The large range is heavily
influenced by whether or not you live in a room that is shared by multiple people. If you share a rented
room, your price ranges from around S$250 to about S$500 at the highest. Whereas single rooms can range
from around S$550, without air conditioner to S$800- S$900 in the residential areas of Singapore. Location
and the condition of the condominium, however also plays an important role and sometimes rooms can
cost around S$1400 in the upscale areas of town.

3 Contracts
3.1 General
All form of tenancy agreements for apartments come in the form of contracts that need to be
signed by both the landlord and buying party, you. A tenancy agreement is essentially a formal agreement
that details the obligations that both parties, you and the landlord have. If the contract is properly written
in a manner that appeases both parties, legal action is wholly unnecessary as the contract will sufficiently
dissolve any disputes. Creating such an agreement is only possible if the duties of both the parties are
clearly presented. This means clarifying and writing down what you as a tenant are accountable for. This
accountability comes into question for example, in the event that there are maintenance problems, when
you and the agent argue over who is liable to pay for the repairs. It is best to detail the resolution to these
complications beforehand in the contract. A sample tenancy agreement is here.
In terms of the length of the contract, in Singapore, a contract that is below 6 months for an
apartment or house is technically legal. There have been many cases however, of people renting out
apartments for shorter term stays. How owners work around this law is by adding an early termination
clause to the contract. This allows the current tenant to leave the accommodation earlier than the
minimum period of 6 months. Thus, although it is possible to get a housing contract for less than 6 months,
it falls within a legal grey area. Contracts of a duration of 6 months and above but below one year, are
generally difficult to find. That being said, the longer a stay the tenant can commit, the better chance you
have of convincing the landlord for a lease less than one year, the more months you add beyond the
minimum 6 months, the cheaper the monthly rent should/can get. Ultimately, it is just a matter of
searching for houses which the agent or landlord has listed as available for a short- term lease and
negotiating with them. For houses that are generally listed as a one year lease, it is recommended that
your intentions of only signing a short term tenancy agreement are made clear in the first meeting itself.

3.2 Starting Contracts
Letter of intent
A safe course of action when signing a contract is to sign a letter of intent, this is the first step in
singing any tenancy agreement. This letter of intent essentially details the prospective tenant’s intent to
get into an agreement with the owner. When this letter of intent is signed, the owner will stop looking for
tenants and will start working on a contract for both parties. This step is important as it blocks the
apartment from the general apartment and allows only you and the agent/landlord to enter a possible
tenancy agreement. With the letter of intent is the payment of a Good Faith Deposit, which is a deposit
separate from the normal deposit that adds credibility to the Letter of Intent. Be sure to get a receipt
detailing the Good Faith deposit and signatures to prove its legitimacy, and list the terms on how it will be
used and when it will be returned. It is also important to list everything that you and the landlord/agent
have verbally agreed on as possible terms for the contract in the future as well as what is available in the
house of your use, and be sure to include possible clauses that will go into the actual tenancy agreement.
It should be noted that the letter of intent is only legally binding when the deposit is given it should be
listed in the tenancy agreement that letter of intent is in fact “Subject to Contract”, in order to further give
it credibility. Once credibility is established, it is very difficult to back out of a letter of intent, and you
can only withdraw if the landlord does not accept the letter of intent, thus a tenancy agreement should
be signed as soon as possible.
In line with bargaining for extra services is bargaining for extra furniture the outcome of which
should be listed on the letter of intent. As previously mentioned, the terms ‘Fully-furnished’, and ‘partiallyfurnished’ are highly subjective. As it is with everything relating to accommodation in Singapore, it is always
important to check the extent of furnishing beforehand. When negotiating the terms of an agreement it
isn’t uncommon for tenants to haggle for more furniture as an alternative to a price drop. Many times
when the landlord/agent do not accept a lower rent, you may instead suggest adding a few more items in
the house, such as a microwave oven or rice cooker. In general, it is best to try to add around two or more
furniture items, like couches or a TV, than those already present in the apartment.

Other Documents
Documentation is also very important when singing a new tenancy agreement. Multiple
documents are required from both the parties before the tenancy agreement is struck. Generally, the agent
will require a copy of their student pass, and in some cases their passport and may also ask for a picture.
Essentially the seller will require proof of identification from the tenants. Apart from the tenants however,
it is also reasonable for the tenants to ask the owner for documentation such as proof of ownership and
fire insurance. It is fully reasonable to ask the owner for proof of ownership and proof that the owner falls
within the legal guidelines for apartments that may be rented out, these guidelines can be found on
HDB.gov and Singaporeexpats.com. In addition to the proof of ownership it is important to keep with you
all the bills and receipts that detail all the costs that were incurred during the signing of the contract. These
costs include stamp duty, the deposit and cleaning services. This way all of the payments you make have
been documented.

Inventory List
Another critical aspect of in a contract is the inventory list. With the inventory list, you and the
agent must fully detail which particular parts of the house are present before the tenant moves in. When
renting a furnished home, it is best to take a list of all the furniture and extraneous parts of the house,
which you may be liable for. This way, when terminating the contract, you are not held liable for something
that was not originally present. Furthermore, it is best to take a picture of some of the items on the
inventory so that you are not later falsely blamed for a loss in quality.

3.3 Ending Contracts

Ending a contract is mostly a general sign off. The precipice is that the tenant provides the house
in the condition in which it was given. This means removing all belongings that were not in the house before
the tenant moved in. Before moving off, based on the terms of the contract and the stated purpose of the
deposit, you may have to pay for the cleaning and servicing of the house before new tenants move in. The
agent will also check for any repairs and damages that may need to be paid for. Usually agents are very
particular about even the slightest damages and since you have already paid your deposit you cannot
bargain a deal with them at this point. What is essential however, is to request a proof of where the money
that you are paying through your deposit has gone, a complete breakdown of costs for which the deposit
has been used.

Diplomatic Clause
It is also important to specify during the singing of the contract a possible way to end a contract
before a given date. If, you are signing for a two year contract it may be beneficial to include a diplomatic
clause in the tenancy agreement. This diplomatic clause will only be viable after 12 months of residency.
This basically details that if there is an emergency, such as an unforeseen transfer out of station, you may
serve a notice period and terminate the contract early. For shorter termed contracts, it is very difficult to
include an early termination clause. Most tenancy laws in Singapore actually favour the landlord and early
termination in shorter termed contracts without a clause is actually illegal. For longer termed contracts, a
diplomatic clause is a good safety measure.

Early termination
Early termination is a big problem especially amongst students in Singapore. Agents often quote
instances of foreign students trying to leave a contract early. Unfortunately, Singapore favours landlords
heavily. Thus, early termination is illegal in Singapore. Leaving the house and terminating early by force
would make you liable to pay the remaining month’s rent. One possible option however, is to ask your
agent to find new tenants for your apartment. Sometimes they allow the tenants to move out early on the
one condition that new replacement tenants are found. In this case once new tenants willing to stay in the
house are found, your lease is cut and you do not have to pay the remaining month’s rent. The landlord
however, may choose to take your deposit as a compensation. This solution however is heavily dependent
on the individual owners, especially since they have no legal obligation to cut your lease short. It is best to
have a written agreement stipulating the end to the contract. Furthermore, it is best to make sure if the
agent has actually informed the tenant of your intent to terminate early to keep all parties on the same
page.

4 Hostels
4.1 Overview

Hostel based accommodation in Singapore revolves around travel stops more than anything else.
Essentially, most hostels only provide sufficient space and furniture for minimalist living during a short visit
to Singapore. This means, most rooms will have a bunk beds, and little, to no space to do anything but
sleep. Furthermore, many hostels only provide you with a capsule, which isn’t even a room. Most hostels
don’t provide cupboards, and give you two lockers to hold your possessions. Evidently, this sort of
accommodation is not suited to student who require space to move, store, and more importantly study.
Certain hostels actually advertise themselves as student hostels, and these hostels can provide somewhat
of a boarding school like experience. They provide a proper desk, bed and closet which is appropriate for a
longer duration stay. Still, at times they may cost as much as sharing an apartment. Renting out a single

room may in fact even be cheaper. As a general tip, any hostel room that costs above S$700, is
questionable.
Although hostels and single rooms have similar pricings, it should be noted that it is much more
suitable to get a hostel room for short term stays, as many hostels reduce the monthly rent the longer you
stay, up until 3 months. It is difficult to find contracts for sub- 6 months, not to mention somewhat illegal,
making hostels a safer bet for short term stays; not to mention hostels are slightly cheaper. Finding hostel
accommodation below S$700, will likely mean sharing a room with another student from another
university, or with another student from ESSEC. The more people you share with the cheaper it gets. Most
of them range from around S$500 per month, for a triple or more sharing room to S$850- 900 for single
rooms.

Quality and Amenities
Although S$700 is a good reference point for hostels, many of them are heavily quality dependent.
Even though sub S$700 accommodation is cheap, the room you are being provided with may still not be
worth it in terms of quality. In order to get the best perspective of quality and worth, it is best to check the
reviews of the hostels online, so that you may know beforehand what to expect. And in order to
appropriately assess the quality and habitability of a certain hostel, it is best to view the place in person.
Most hostels are okay with potential tenants viewing the rooms before they buy/move in. Many hostels
provide different amenities to the students living there. Some hostels provide more facilities than others.
For example, Yo:Ha provides a basketball court whereas, Five stones, although better furnished, does not.
Hostels in Singapore usually have multiple branches and so they may advertise a facility only available to
one. It is best to confirm whether the particular branch that you are looking at has the services that are
listed. In general, due to so much false/selective advertising, it is best to ignore the pictures that you see
online for hostels.

4.2 Common Choices








Yo:Ha@ Ulu Pandan : Yoha is probably the best example of a student hostel, and although it
doesn’t boast the best quality for its price, it is still liveable. It has many amenities such as a gym,
basketball court, dance studio and study rooms.
East Lodge at Climenti: East Lodge on the other hand, is the best example of a short travel stay
hostel described earlier. Although it is cheap, the quality is quite lacking.
Evans lodge at Newton: Certain parts of this hostel are recently renovated.
Five Stones Hostel: A little Pricey.
Yo:Ha @Henderson
It may also be beneficial to check out hostels or Airbnb.

5 Other Options
5.1 Airbnb

Airbnb is available in Singapore. Airbnb is essentially, a platform where you can come into contact
with people willing to rent out their houses, apartments or single room for a limited amount of time. The
most common use of Airbnb is when people travel and need an alternative to a hotel, and so is charged on
a per night basis. Airbnb is great for short term stays due to the manner in which payments are collected.
Since it is a website generally used for weekly stays, it is quite beneficial to rent rooms and apartments for
up to 3 months. Many owners give hefty discounts on long term stays too. Better still is the fact that you
can rent out an entire apartment, and doing so in combination with school mates might reward you with a
great apartment, for the perfect amount of time. Furthermore, most houses provide accurate pictures and

offer user reviews to provide potential customers with the best possible accommodation. This makes
shopping for housing significantly convenient. The only issues with Airbnb however, is that the government
is currently double checking on the legality of leasing houses for a limited amount of time. Should, they
enforce the no contracts under 6 months policy, Airbnb will be illegal in Singapore.

5.2 Serviced Suites

Serviced Suites are also another option for accommodation in Singapore. Although, many of these
options are extremely expensive and are basically a cross between a hotel and a apartment, where you can
order room service and get hotel level facilities as well as services at a significant cost. A single room here
can cost upwards of S$300 on average. However, you should consider that if you ought to live alone, many
studio apartments cost a lot more than S$3000. Most importantly, there are serviced suites right next to
ESSEC called Park View.

5.3 Homestays

Although limited in availability, Home Stays are another option for incoming students. A
“homestay” is essentially, living with a family and in some instances engaging in activities such as
babysitting, or house sitting. This is different from renting out a single room, as you are going to be engaged
in the family activities, and lifestyles. This unique relationship between the owner of the accommodation
and the “buying party”, may come with a heavily discounted rent, or in many cases no rent at all. The
families you stay with may have certain rules you have to follow, and certain household chores they may
require help with. In order to find a homestay it is best to engage in the expatriate community on Facebook
groups such as Singafrog or visit Homestay.org.

